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About This Content

Red Orbs can be used in Devil May Cry 5 to acquire new skills and power up your characters, as well as letting you go back into
battle after you lose.

Note: Purchased Red Orbs are saved to your save data, and so will be unrecoverable if you delete your save data. The maximum
number of Red Orbs you can have is 99,999,999, and additional orbs above this number will not be added. These orbs will not

count towards your records, and will not be reflected if you are playing Bloody Palace.
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Title: Devil May Cry 5 - 100000 Red Orbs
Genre: Action
Developer:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Devil May Cry
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8.1, 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460, AMD FX™-6300, or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x with 2GB Video RAM, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 35 GB available space

Additional Notes: *Xinput support Controllers recommended *Internet connection required for game activation. (Network
connectivity uses Steam® developed by Valve® Corporation.)

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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An interesting concept for a puzzle platformer. Your objective is to move your orb through various levels of corridors, spikes,
bombs and other obstacles until you reach the exit. The game is simple in concept and entertaining to play but it does come with
some issues:

- Audio is loud and volume cannot be adjusted
- In game text (tips) are almost non-visible
- Respawn/quit are in awful positions for a game that relies on clicking around fast paced. Many accidental quits
- Game auto sets to full screen when going into options menu
- Possibly relates to the non visible text, but in game objects and items (different bombs, the weird save point ball for examples)
aren't explained well
- Soundtrack does not cycle. Only changes when you go into the options and you select a new song

It has interesting level lay outs and puzzle setup. There are many areas that will test your reflexes and possibly your patience.
Comes with a hard mode for each level to test out your skills and give it more replay ability. It can be a fun time killer, but
definitely has room for improvment. Since its on sale and sure it will be on sale many other times, I will recommend it since its
only a few dollars.. Its Kinda meh on the experince. I enjoy the complexity but also, i cant debug the sofware to not have it crash
on random action from undo to brush swaping. I might comeback if my results change and update this lil' review.. It's weird, it's
fun, it teaches you without words. The core matching mechanic is satisfying and the timer\/move counters make it so you can
play for speed, or smarts, or both. It got way more fun (and way less frustrating to control) when I noticed that the scroll wheel
can be used to zoom in and out. The difficulty curve is frankly bizarre though, it introduces a new mechanic with a puzzle, then
proceeds to not use that mechanic for a dozen levels or so. If the game was less linear, or at least the level order was more well
thought out, it'd be really incredible.. This game isnt that good.

Pros : relaxing music

  Death
Cons : I bought this game

Actual physics dont work in this game

The tutorial is a lie. This is a good little turn based survival strategy game. Expect to lose the first couple of times while you get
the hang of it. In the end there are a variety of strategies to employ, and you need to constantly manage
life\/heat\/food\/fuel\/rest to keep your colony running.

BE WARNED: The game runs in a very small resolution and is not resizeable. I got the game on sale for $1, and for the price
the small resolution did not bother me. But you should know this before you purchase, as if this is a deal breaker for you then
you should stay away.

Small resolution was not a dealbreaker for me, and I enjoyed the gameplay. 6\/10
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Really irritated. Read reviews and everything on this game before I bought it this morning. Now every single time I've went to
open and play it the damned thing crashes and quits responding. What in the world Steam? I get to the character select screen
and it does this. I am really starting to question the actual integrity of Steam, a lot of the games, and the user reviews lately. So
far, I don't recomend this game. If it starts to play, instead of freezing up, maybe I'll give it a recomendation but until then I am
not going to recomend it and I'm not going to NOT recomend it. Just that so far it crashes directly after the character selection
screen. (Changes my thumbs down just now to a thumbs up thanks to the seemingly overnight fix of this game. The players
spoke and the comany fixed it.). The level of detail is just incredible: flight model, avionics, sounds, physics... developers really
have done their homework. Last time I felt such excitement in mere training missions was at age 13 in Jane's USAF.. 9Gag,
Mother Russia and Twilight.... Good game but too short.. This game is captivating! The low poly visuals and high contrasting
colours are so inviting, it's impossible to take turns: "Just one more try!" Fail, fail and fail more, then fail less and less and then
win! And do it all again! So fun!. SPent a dollar on this and I feel robbed.. no play
+
=-. this game was acually very enjoyable to me :)! trully the grahpics are awesome and everything makes me think of the old
mario when i play just with more cuteness lmao i highly reccomend this game tho it was Pawsome :3. Solid title.

Solid narrative, relying a little bit too much on short fetch questing, but otherwise well told and with great voice acting. Nothing
that will blow you out of your seat, mind you, but that's kinda hard this day and age,

Solid puzzling, too, with regular new additions to the mechanics to keep it fresh. It's either a bit on the easy side or just
constructed so logically that the puzzle rarely provided a headscratcher, but they were enjoyable. A few more stages on the level
of the final puzzle section would have been nice (I'd gladly pay and replay if DLC added those into the existing game).

Game took me about 5 hours and cost me 13 €. As already written, it's a solid title and I consider my money well spent.. It's a
fantasice game and you'll play through it multiple times. It's both relaxing and challenging at the same time. The research trees
add a great deal of strategy to it and you can really develop your own playstyle. Wave 50 is always fun and there are multiple
ways to beating it, just figure out what works for you. Good job to the developer(s) though, a game to be proud of.
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